SNAP GROMMETS – 6 PACK

These snap grommets are perfect for all of your tie-down needs. Easily installed on
all of our performance camo fabrics for a strong and secure tie-down point. Utilize
the strength of these grommets to build hunting blinds or custom camouflage
tarps. Add them to your hiking gear and backpacks for endless possibilities.
Our snap grommets are made from recycled polymers. They are virtually
indestructible and are up to 4 times stronger than brass grommets when properly
installed.

1000D NYLON – SOLID – COYOTE BROWN – 60”

Everything said about the 500D nylon and then some. Bigger yarns, more weight,
more fabric and more strength make this the beast of the outdoor durable fabric
offerings. Weighing a few ounces more than 500D, the 1000D nylon is perfect for
when you want to make an item that will last for years to come and comes with a 2
pass polyurethane coating and a water repellent. Come in an array of solid colors
and patterns.

500D CORDURA® NYLON WOLF GRAY

A durable fabric with high abrasion resistance, 500D Cordura nylon is perfect for
outdoor usage and hard-wearing gear items. Our 500D Cordura nylon uses textured
nylon 6,6 yarns for a rugged feel and comes with a 2 pass polyurethane coating and
a water repellent. Perfect for gear bags, packs, seat covers, hunting blinds and
tactical/hunting gear. Basically, if it’s anything that will be used and abused, you
should consider this fabric. Comes in an array of colors and patterns. Can be
coated and uncoated.

500D NYLON – SOLID – RANGER GREEN – 60”

A durable fabric with high abrasion resistance, 500D nylon is perfect for outdoor
usage and hard-wearing gear items. Our 500D nylon uses textured nylon 6,6 yarns
for a rugged feel and comes with a 2 pass polyurethane coating and a water
repellent. Perfect for gear bags, packs, seat covers, hunting blinds and
tactical/hunting gear. Basically, if it’s anything that will be used and abused, you
should consider this fabric. Comes in an array of solid colors and patterns.

NYLON WEBBING – BLACK – 15 FT

Webbing is used for a variety of purposes, with the most typical applications being
to secure accessory gear to a load-bearing platform (via MOLLE/PALS), as a carry
system (either as handles or to secure padded shoulder harnesses) and for closure
systems (typically when used with clips). Webbing can also be used for reinforcing
packs and accessory pouches or for general reinforcement of many items. Comes
in different sizes, colors and patterns.
All nylon webbing product are Berry Compliant, IR Compliant and meets certain Mil
Specs (inquire). Polyester webbing is Berry Compliant only.

1000D CORDURA NYLON HEADLINER FABRIC, WITH 3MM FOAM AND SCRIM BACKING –
OLIVE GRAY
Ideal for sewing, upholstery, car projects, hard corners, car headlining and crafts. Can be glued,
sewn or stapled.

